.g. location Introduction
The next generation of Mars landers is being developed by NASA to provide a precision landing American Instiute of Aeronautics and Astronautics capability to within 10 kilometers of the targeted site 1 . This order of magnitude improvement in the accuracy associated with the targeted landing area will potentially enhance hazardous avoidance capability and allow geologically exciting (e.g. ice deposits recently detected beneath the surface of Mars by the orbiting Mars Odyssey spacecraft) or difficult to reach sites to be exploited by unmanned rovers for their scientific value. The demonstration of a precision landing would also represent a technology milestone towards the human exploration of Mars, where crewed expeditions will likely require advanced placement of cargo carriers and habitat modules within several hundred meters of each other.
The Mars Surveyor 2001 Precision Lander 2 (MSPL) was originally part of NASA s ten year Mars Surveyor Program that was initiated in 1994. A precision landing demonstration by the lander, was to have been accomplished through the use of advanced approach navigation techniques coupled with an actively controlled descent into the planetary atmosphere via a vehicle with a moderate Lift-to-Drag capability. As the result of a restructured [3] [4] [5] strategy for the exploration of Mars, the planned precision landing demonstration by a lander was dropped from the 2001 mission objectives. Under the present exploration plan, a 2009 opportunity for a precision landing demonstration exists. The entry vehicle for this potential mission is referred to as a Smart Lander 6 .
Had the 2001 lander mission been attempted, it would have represented the first autonomously directed entry into Mars by a lifting vehicle using an atmospheric guidance algorithm for Mars [7] [8] [9] [10] . In contrast to the non-lifting ballistic entries flown by Pathfinder and the Mars Polar Lander and the lifting entries flown by the Viking Landers 11 , the initial entry strategy for the 2001 Lander called for directional control of the entry vehicle lift vector through bank angle modulation. Control of the lift vector was to be provided by reaction control jets. To expedite lander construction and minimize cost, the baseline configuration for the 2001 lander was leveraged from Pathfinder and the Mars Polar Lander designs which consisted of a Viking heritage 70-deg spherically blunted cone with a conic afterbody.
Traditionally, such blunt axisymmetric shapes can produce lift by flying at incidence and are aerodynamically trimmed via a center of gravity offset. Because Pathfinder and the Mars Polar lander flew ballistic entries, these flight vehicles did not possess a nominal c.g. offset. Constrained by these previous designs (expedite lander construction/minimize tooling costs), structural and weight constraints of the proposed 2001 lander (which was to fly a lifting trajectory) did not permit the radial c.g. offset required for aerodynamic trim (at the desired L/D) that would normally be achieved through payload packaging trades or ballast mass. This required that alternative methods to provide aerodynamic trim be examined 2 .
The present paper details an investigation designed to assess the aerodynamic feasibility of one such proposal; a single body flap to trim the lander at angle of attack during hypersonic planetary entry. An inviscid flow solver was used to rapidly evaluate several flaps with the potential to provide sufficient trim capability to meet mission objectives. Experimental force and moment measurements are then compared to Navier-Stokes prediction.
An early Smart Lander concept using a flap to provide aerodynamic trim is shown in Fig. 1 . Historically, the concept of a flap to provide aerodynamic trim on similar axisymmetric blunt capsule shapes can be found as early as 1961 and are reported in Ref. 12. As an alternative method to provide aerodynamic trim for the 2001 lander, the viability of the flap would be determined by its ability to provide similar or better aerodynamic performance across the Mach number range relative to that achieved with an offset c.g. For future missions requiring precision landing (where constraints for an offset c.g. are more relaxed) a flap may still serve as an attractive means for providing aerodynamic trim. It was anticipated that entry of the Mars Surveyor Precision Lander into the atmosphere of Mars (continuum-flow regime) would produce maximum values of normal shock density ratio (ρ 2 /ρ ∞ ) near 20. These high values of normal shock density ratio encountered in hypervelocity flight are produced from American Instiute of Aeronautics and Astronautics dissociation of atmospheric gases as they cross through the shock wave into the shock layer and are often referred to as real gas effects. It is well recognized that the normal shock density ratio is one of the primary flight simulation parameters that govern the inviscid flow and aerodynamics of blunt bodies at hypersonic speeds 13,14 .
Real gas effects can impact the aerodynamics of a vehicle through changes in both the magnitude and distribution of surface pressure. During entry of blunt vehicles into the Martian atmosphere, values of normal shock density ratio are encountered that are significantly larger (2 to 3 times) than those produced in conventional blowdown hypersonic wind tunnels using air or nitrogen as a test gas 13 .
Currently active conventional type hypersonic blowdown tunnels are incapable of providing normal shock density ratios near 20. High enthalpy impulse facilities while capable, are not typically utilized from an aerodynamic screening perspective due to extremely short test times. The NASA Langley 20-Inch Mach 6 CF 4 Tunnel was developed to provide a unique alternative to high enthalpy testing 14, 15 . This conventional blowdown tunnel utilizes a test gas (tetrafluoromethane-CF 4 ) with a molecular weight 3 times that of air in order to generate a normal shock density ratio of 12 thereby simulating this particular aspect of a real gas. The simulation is achieved at moderate levels of enthalpy and without dissociation of the test gas. Based upon the proposed entry trajectory of the 2001 Lander, the heavy gas tests in CF 4 simulate a Mach number of approximately 12 based upon a normal shock density ratio of 12 in flight at Mars. An estimate of blunt body aerodynamic effects attributed to a real gas may be obtained by synergistic testing in Mach 6 ideal-air at a comparable Reynolds number. The projected flap areas normalized to the forebody frontal area are also presented in Table 1 .
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Facility Descriptions
Tests were conducted in two facilities managed under the Langley Aerothermodynamic Laboratory (LAL). This complex presently consists of four hypersonic wind tunnels that represent a large fraction of the nation's conventional aerothermodynamic test capability 16 . Collectively, they provide a range of Mach number, unit Reynolds number, and normal shock density ratio.
This range of hypersonic simulation parameters is due, in part, to the use of two different test gases (air and tetraflouromethane), thereby making the facilities unique national assets. The LAL facilities are relatively small and economical to operate, hence ideally suited for fast-paced aerodynamic performance and aeroheating studies aimed at screening, assessing, optimizing, and bench-marking (when combined with computational fluid dynamics) advanced aerospace vehicle concepts and basic fundamental flow physics research. A bottom-mounted model injection system can inject models from a sheltered position to the tunnel centerline in less than 0.5-sec. A detailed description of this facility may be found in Refs. 14 and 15.
20-Inch
Test Conditions and Setup
Nominal reservoir and corresponding free stream flow conditions for the MSPL test series are presented in Table 2 . The freestream properties were determined from the measured reservoir pressure and temperature and the measured pitot pressure at the test section. The model/balance was supported by a cylindrical steel rod (sting) which extended downstream from the model base. In addition, a thin walled protective aluminum shroud extended over the balance and support sting. To determine the possible influence of the support system on aerodynamics, several runs were made with this aluminum shroud removed which decreased the sting-to-forebody diameter ratio (d s /d f ) from 0.40 to 0.17. Model angle-of-attack and sideslip were set to zero in the tunnel using a combination of an inclinometer and a laser alignment system. A photograph of the MSPL model installation in the CF 4 tunnel is shown in Fig. 4 .
Test Techniques
Force and Moment Measurements:
Aerodynamic force and moment loads were measured using a sting-supported, six-component, water-cooled internal strain gage balance, Langley-designation HN08B. The balance temperature was monitored using integrated water jacket thermocouples to ensure excessive thermal gradients did not develop during the run. An aluminum shroud was extended over the balance (see Base Pressure Measurements: Base pressure measurements were not obtained during the testing due to the combination of short run times and long base pressure settling times. Previous experience in the CF 4 facility whereby runs were performed at a fixed angle of attack have indicated that rather large diameter tubing is required to insure that base pressure settling times are shorter than the available run time (20 sec). Base pressure measurements with the required tube diameter were not attempted so as to minimize the potential for additional interference effects that may be present due to the balance shroud. As a result, all axial force coefficients, C A , are reported as uncorrected for base pressure.
Data Reduction and Uncertainty
A 16-bit analog-to-digital facility acquisition system was used to acquire flow condition data. Measured values of P t,1 and T t,1 are estimated to be accurate to within -2 percent.
Aerodynamic data was obtained in an ascending pitch pause manner during each run. Generally, two separate runs were required to complete a polar due to the short run time. The data was collected by an analog-to-digital data acquisition system using an acquisition rate of 50 samples per second and averaged over a one second interval for each angle of attack (model held at fixed angle of attack for approximately 5 sec). The raw data was transferred to a Hewlett-Packard 9000 computer for data reduction and storage. During data reduction, corrections for weight tares, sting deflections, and balance interactions were made.
The force and moment data measured at the balance electrical center has been transferred to a moment reference center located at the forebody nose along the model x-axis (see Fig. 2 ). The model outer mold lines were checked and transfer distances were inferred from measurement by the NASA LaRC surface verification laboratory. The balance electrical center was located 2.158 inches behind the configuration moment reference center. Table 1 lists the reference area and lengths used to calculate the aerodynamic coefficients.
Run-to-run repeatability (not shown) of the measured aerodynamic coefficients was generally better than 2%. The estimated uncertainty in the reported coefficients shown in Table 3 is based on 0.5% of the balance full scale load for each component. Based on previous tests, this is considered a conservative estimate and generally will cover uncertainties due to balance accuracy, data acquisition accuracy, transfer distance measurement, and sting deflection.
Computational Methods
An unstructured inviscid flow solver (FELISA 17, 18 ) was used to provide a rapid assessment of the MSPL aerodynamics.
The Langley Aerothermodynamic Upwind Relaxation Algorithm (LAURA) 19, 20 was used to provide viscous laminar Navier-Stokes simulations of the MSPL aerodynamics at wind tunnel conditions. Viscous (LAURA) and inviscid (FELISA) computations were made without an afterbody. The same thermodynamic properties for CF 4 were used in both codes. Limited Navier-Stokes predictions were made with the afterbody included to assess the influence of the base on the MSPL aerodynamics.
FELISA
The inviscid flow computations were performed using the unstructured grid software FELISA. This software package consists of a set of computer codes for unstructured grid generation 17 , and the simulation of three-dimensional steady inviscid hypersonic flows 18 using unstructured tetrahedral grids. Surface triangulation and discretization of the computational domain using tetrahedral elements is accomplished with two separate codes. The grid used for the baseline MSPL configuration had 43,284 surface points and 902,024 interior points. The hypersonic flow solver American Instiute of Aeronautics and Astronautics has options for perfect gas air, equilibrium air, CF 4 , CO 2 , and equilibrium Mars gases. The hypersonic flow solver with the CF 4 gas option was used for the present computations. Flow solutions were computed on a parallel computer. Surface pressures were integrated once every 50 steps during the iterations and the aerodynamic loads were computed. The flow solution was assumed to have converged when these loads reached steady values. The contributions of the base to the aerodynamic loads were ignored (base pressure assumed to be equal to the freestream static pressure.) More information on FELISA software may be found in Ref. 17 . A description of the hypersonic flow solver may be found in Ref. 18 .
LAURA
Computations were performed using the LAURA code. The LAURA code is a three-dimensional, finitevolume solver which includes perfect-gas, equilibrium and non-equilibrium chemistry models, and can be used to solve the inviscid, thin-layer Navier-Stokes, or full Navier-Stokes equations. For the current study, the thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations were solved using the CF 4 gas option. Freestream conditions for the LAURA wind tunnel computations were set to the freestream operating conditions of the test and no-slip conditions were applied at the model wall. A singleblock, singularity-free grid topology was employed. The majority of solutions were computed on a forebody-only grid containing -37 x 40 x 32 cells (in the streamwise, circumferential, and body-normal directions, respectively) that included the forward face of the flap. Limited computations were made with an afterbody included to assess the influence of the base on the MSPL aerodynamics. For all solutions, grid adaptation was performed to align the bow-shock with the grid and produced nominal wall cell Reynolds numbers on the order of 1.
A grid resolution study was performed for the configuration with the largest flap. First, the density of the cells in the normal direction was increased beyond the 32 cells in the standard grid. Three solutions were computed for 48, 64, and 96 cells, respectively. Additionally, three solutions for the largest flap were computed on a grid with a much finer surface mesh (148 x 112 cells) for 32, 64, and 96 cells, respectively, in the normal direction.
Results and Discussion
From an experimental viewpoint, the MSPL aerodynamic flap feasibility study conducted in the M ∞ =6 CF 4 tunnel was initially desirable from the perspective of testing in a gas with a high normal shock density ratio and a corresponding low ratio of specific heats (γ) -as is encountered in hypervelocity flight. In addition, the facility provides the best opportunity from which to maintain a laminar flow since it operates at relatively low Reynolds numbers. More importantly, the Shuttle Orbiter first flight experience has underscored the importance of quantifying real gas effects. As detailed in Ref. 21 , the Shuttle experienced a significant nose-up pitching moment increment relative to pre-flight predictions resulting in body flap deflections of twice the amount necessary to achieve trimmed flight. This phenomenon was later accurately simulated in the Langley CF 4 tunnel and was coupled with computational methods to provide a high degree of confidence in estimating hypersonic entry aerodynamics 21 . It is commonly recognized today that the primary effect of a real gas on aerodynamics is to lower the specific heat ratio (γ) within the shock layer which in turn will produce a greater degree of flow compression and expansion relative to a perfect gas. Thus, compression surfaces (such as flaps) will have a correspondingly higher surface pressure. Because of the presence of a control surface near the rapidly expanding flow near the MSPL shoulder, aerodynamic real gas simulation testing (similar to that conducted on the Viking Lander and Shuttle Orbiter post-flight) were performed. (Fig. 7b) at the desired L/D value of 0.18 (Fig. 7d) . In comparison, Viking flight experience indicated the lander trimmed near 11 degrees angle of attack (via a c.g. offset) during it s entry at Mars 22 .
-0 The addition of the flaps on the MSPL was found to have no measurable effect on L/D performance (since L and D derived primarily from C A ), but did produce measurable increases in axial force (Fig. 7a) .
The effect of normal shock density ratio on laminar MSPL pitching moment coefficient measurements obtained with the baseline and the baseline with the largest flap (flap 3) in air and CF 4 at identical Mach and Reynolds numbers, are shown in Fig. 8a-b . The pitching moment measurements made with the largest flap, Fig. 8b suggest favorable real gas effects at trim conditions; MSPL heavy gas simulation tests indicated a trimmed condition at 11.5 degrees in contrast to 8.5 degrees measured in air. The data indicate greater pitching moment stability (more negative slope) than measured in air for α > 10 degrees. The corresponding laminar MSPL baseline (no flap- Fig. 8a ) measurements obtained in air and CF 4 at identical Mach and Reynolds numbers, exhibited the same stabilizing effect in CF 4 on pitching moment and were consistent with ground based trends measured for Viking 23 . The cross over in pitching moment between the present air and CF 4 tests are consistent with Viking test experience.
No attempt was made in this screening study to optimize flap trim effectiveness through flap shape, orientation, or attachment location parametrics. In the context of the more mature MSPL designs, the flap was considered to be deployable retrofit as packaging a fixed control surface within the diameter of the launch vehicle shroud was unlikely. In the conceptual stages of this study, it was felt that the most effective location for the flap would be at or near the vehicle shoulder where the moment arm for the flap pressure loading is greatest. The deployable flap hingeline was located downstream of the forebody maximum diameter in a potentially more benign heating environment. In this position, the shadowed region in front of the flap was expected to produce a local flow separation 2 . Subsequent flow reattachment on the flap would result in an embedded shock. If a fixed flap was permissible, a simple surface extension beyond the conical forebody, such as that investigated in Ref. 12, might prove beneficial. This would eliminate the embedded shock system thereby minimizing flap effectiveness sensitivity to Mach number, Reynolds number, and density ratio and avoid heating increases (see Ref. 24) due to flow reattachment on the flap. These benefits would be weighted against the reduced flap pressure loading (and resultant requirement to increase flap size) in the absence of an embedded shock system. indicated the LAURA corrections (with/without afterbody) to be 25% smaller. The increment in C A and the differences in the magnitude of the correction with and without an afterbody are consistent with previous hypersonic LAURA blunt body analysis. 27 and indicated a viscous shear contribution from the afterbody. The corresponding comparisons of predicted pitching moment and normal force coefficients in the presence and absence of an afterbody show the results are virtually indistinguishable.
It is also generally recognized that the presence of a support sting may have an effect on the base flow characteristics of a blunt body in hypersonic flow. Experimental quantification of the effect with and without a support sting for this test series was not made. However, a limited data set was taken to assess the sensitivity of the MSPL aerodynamic drag measurements to the potential effects of a cylindrical model support sting for sting-to-model forebody diameter ratios of 0.40 (balance shroud attached -see Fig. 5 ) and 0.17 (balance shroud removed). At Re 2D =0.03 x 10 6 , M ∞ =6 CF 4 , and α=0 degrees, no measurable aerodynamic effect from the differences in model support was observed (not shown). Measurements at incidence were not attempted as flow impingement on the unprotected balance (shroud removed) was anticipated.
As the MSPL baseline configuration was symmetric, it was anticipated that the vehicle would be laterally/directionally stable at sideslip angles anticipated for flight (β < 2 degrees).
The lateral/directional characteristics of the MSPL with a flap were not known. A limited assessment of static lateral/directional aerodynamics (C y,β , C l,β , and C n,β ) of the MSPL (configured with flap 3) at a side slip angle of 2 degrees, indicated the lander was stable as shown in Fig. 14 through the test range of angle of attack.
Schlieren images for the MSPL baseline and baseline plus flaps (at M ∞ =6 CF 4 , Re 2D =0.03 x 10 6 ) are presented in Fig. 15 , for α=11 degrees. In the sequence of images, an embedded shock associated with the flow expansion and separation around the aerobrake shoulder, and subsequent reattachment and recompression is evident for all three flaps. The flap aerodynamic effectiveness in flight would be dictated by the strength of this embedded shock. Further quantification of real gas effects and Mach number on flap pressure loading would be essential in determining the viability of any flap to provide aerodynamic trim at the appropriate values of L/D for the duration of its atmospheric trajectory.
Schlieren images for the MSPL baselione plus flap 3 (in M ∞ =6 CF 4 , Re 2D =0.03 x 10 6 ) are presented in Fig.  16 , for a range of angle of attack (0<α<+20 degrees). As expected, the embedded shock system persists over the range of angle of attack. Comparison of the measured shock shape of the MSPL baseline + flap 3 at α = 11 degrees with thin layer Navier Stokes prediction (for the 148 x 112 x 96 grid) are presented in Fig. 17 . The predicted bow shock standoff distance and the spatial location and shape of the embedded shock associated with the flap (inferred from the computational density contour mapping) was in excellent agreement (within 2%) with measurement. 4 at comparable Mach and Reynolds number, indicate favorable real gas effects at trim conditions. The CF 4 data indicate greater pitching moment stability than measured in air for α > 10 degrees; MSPL heavy gas simulation tests with the largest flap indicated a trimmed condition at 11.5 degrees angle of attack in contrast to 8.5 degrees measured in perfect gas air. A limited assessment of static lateral/directional aerodynamics at a side slip angle of 2 degrees indicated the lander was stable through the test range of angle of attack.
Concluding Remarks
Inviscid prediction with an unstructured hypersonic flow solver (FELISA) provided a rapid assessment on the viability of a flap to provide aerodynamic trim at the desired L/D. Longitudinal aerodynamic coefficients predicted with a viscous solver (LAURA) were generally within the estimated measurement uncertainty.
Computations which included the afterbody brought the difference between the predicted axial force coefficient and measurement to less than 1%.
When traditional means of providing aerodynamic trim for this blunt class of planetary entry vehicle are not possible (offset c.g.), a single flap can provide similar aerodynamic performance. Whether fixed or deployable, the viability of the flap to a provide trim capability would reside in trade studies to determine mass/ballast penalties associated with flap attachment or deployment hardware and additional control surface thermal protection requirements. 
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